
South Africa to host BRICS Summit in 2018 

South African President Jacob Zuma announced that South Africa will host the 10
th
 BRICS Summit in 2018. 

Zuma spoke in Xiamen, China where the 9
th
 BRICS Summit recently took place reports Xinhua (China). Voice 

of America (USA) adds that during the 2017 Summit, the BRICS group specifically called for comprehensive 
reform of the United Nations and its Security Council to better represent developing countries. The five also 
pledged their opposition to protectionism, a theme increasingly taken up by host Chinese President Xi Jinping 
as rising anti-globalisation sentiment in the West threatens China's vast export markets. 

  

Ghana Cocoa Board seeks to enter Chinese market  
 

The Ghanaian government has further intensified its efforts in exploring the possibility of making China a major 
consumer of cocoa products from Ghana. This comes after the Chief Executive of the Ghana Cocoa Board, 
Joseph Boahen Aidoo, met with the Managing Director of Chinese cocoa supplier company, Genertec, reports 
StarrFM (Ghana). Market analysts have projected that chocolate sales in China could grow to US$4.3 billion by 
2019, up by nearly 60 per cent from US$2.7 billion in 2014, driven by demand from the growing urban 
population reports Graphic Online (Ghana). 

 

China-Africa media forum held in South Africa 
 

A China-Africa media forum meeting was recently held in Johannesburg, South Africa which drew together 
editors of Chinese media establishments and editors of several African newspapers states City Press (South 
Africa). The topic that took centre-stage was stereotypes and prejudices that the western media has created, 
resulting in a distorted image of the China-Africa relationship according to Zambia Daily Mail (Zambia). The 
meeting was hosted by the State Council Information Office of China, and co-organised by China’s Xinhua 
News Agency and South Africa’s Independent Media reports The Herald (Zimbabwe).  

 
China-Africa renewable energy cooperation improves 
 

Cooperation in renewable energy between China and Africa has increased significantly. China-Africa 
Renewable Energy Cooperation and Innovation Alliance, a coalition of financing institutions, smart grid 
providers and core manufacturers signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Africa Renewable 
Energy Initiative (AREI) reports Xinhua (China). The MoU will enable increased cooperation in renewable 
energy generation in Africa, with Chinese smart grid providers and core renewable energy manufacturers 
providing technological and financial support. This is in line with the first project funded by BRICS Bank which 
involves solar energy generated power according to Quartz (USA). 

 

 

US-China mission converts bomb-grade nuclear fuel in Ghana 

Ghana has carried out the installation of a new nuclear research reactor core to replace the existing one which 
had over-lived its expiry date. The conversion was performed by a joint team of scientists from the United 
States Security Department and China reports Ghana Business News (Ghana). The aim of the mission was to 
remove the highly enriched uranium which was very dangerous as it could be used in the manufacturing of 
dangerous weapons and to replace it with lower enriched uranium, which cannot be used for a nuclear bomb 
without further enrichment reports Science Magazine (USA). 
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